TO JUSTIFY WINE PROMOTION
ACTIONS IN THIRD COUNTRIES

This guide to good practice for aid applicants is
intended to help you gain a better understanding
of the principles underlying the mechanism used
to promote wines in third countries, financed by
the common agricultural policy.
It uses concrete examples to present good practices
and errors to be avoided when submitting your
events to the portal. Supporting documents to be
provided to prove the event took place are also
indicated.
This document is laid out as follows:
• Presentation of each event
• Explanations when the title of the event requires
clarification
• Supporting documents required to prove the
event took place (those in Annex 1 of the decision
creating the aid)
• An example of a good practice with respect to
proof of performance and/or the description.
• Where appropriate, examples of the mistakes
most frequently made
Some additional notes:
The supporting documents required to prove the
event took place are cumulative. They must always
be sent to the portal for each event submitted.
They make it possible to check the materiality
of the action carried out and to show the action
enabling the wines to be promoted.
In addition, the descriptions must be precise and
inform the event evidence provided.
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EVENT

Advertising in the media (TV
/ radio / billboards / press),
including online advertising
This event concerns in particular the
purchase of advertising space including
on the web (Facebook Ads, Google Ads,
Pinterest Ads, TikTok…).
Proof of performance required in the
sheet:
• A copy of the communication
materials designed and produced

NB: The costs of designing and
producing communication materials
are only eligible in the form of services,
i.e. when they are carried out by a third
party entity.

Good practice
Event Description: “Advertising page in
the LCBO magazine, Food & Drink. ”

In this example,
the communication
medium is a full-page
advertisement in the
magazine «Food &
Drink”
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Frequent errors
Confusion with other events / misclassification in the various
events, notably between:
• « Publicité et annonce dans les médias (télévision / radio
/ - “Advertising in the media (TV / radio / billboards /
press), including online advertising”
• and «Press Relations».
Thus, for an event with a description, «We are working for
France and for Exports with a news agency. The aim of our
collaboration is to create press files concerning our structure
and wines and then communicate with the French and
international press to create notoriety. ” and having a press
release as proof of performance. This is a «Press relations»
type event and not an «Advertising in the media» type event.

A press release is not attached
to the “Advertising” event but
to the “Press Relations” event.

The production and dissemination of press releases and press files, the
organization of press conferences, the provision and production of press
kits, come under the "Press Relations" event.
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EVENT

Advertising in the media (internet
/ social networks)
This event concerns communication via
your website, your own social networks
and those of your partners (influencers,
advocates).

NB: Where the language used is one of the
languages of the European Union (English,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, etc.), only
the share of expenditure relating to
the third country concerned by the
Expected proof of performance:
operation is eligible for aid. Therefore, to
• Service
provider’s
report
/ be fully eligible, expenditure submitted
performance report showing the in particular for websites, social networks
number of posts, pages, tweets…
or materials used must be accompanied
• Presentation documents for the by evidence proving that it is induced
campaign mentioning the wines, the by events targeted at third countries
target and the message: contract or included in the convention.
one of its annexes
For example:

AUDIENCE TWITTER
Country name

% of audiance

United States

43 %

United Kingdown

13 %

France

11 %

Canada

8%

Australia

2%

Spain

2%

Russia

2%

Ireland

2%

Italy

1%

South Africa

<1%

NB: The expenses incurred for this type of event are only eligible in the
form of services, i.e. when they are carried out by a third party entity.
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Good practice
Event Description: «Creating posts and articles and
publication on social media throughout the year.
WeChat and Weibo website promotion services with
mini-campaigns and mini-series.”

Contract with the
provider presenting the
campaign, mentioning
the wines, the target
and the message.

Translated provider
report showing the
number of articles
posted on WeChat
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Frequent errors
For this event with the description, «Creation of a Chinese
website for the company that works exclusively with China.”
the provision of the site address as proof of performance is
insufficient:

The website address is not
enough. It is necessary to
attach the contract with
the provider who designed
the website and the report
showing the number of
visits.

In order for the costs of designing a website to be eligible, you must provide
the proof of performance mentioned in Annex 1 of the decision, indicating
that this is a promotional action. Thus, expenses relating to an e-commerce
site will be ineligible because they relate to strictly commercial actions.
On the other hand, if your website is a showcase for your designation of origin,
your know-how and products and is a genuine part of a promotion process,
the related expenses will be eligible. To prove this, you must provide the
documents that demonstrate that it is a promotional activity and describe it,
for example:
• the contract linking you to your service provider and clearly illustrating
your strategic thinking,
• your model,
• your expectations regarding the design of the website,
• the specifications in the call for tenders setting the objectives of the new
website (image, notoriety, etc.)
• or the provider’s offer.
You must also submit a report showing the number of visits to your website.
This may be the Google Analytics report for example. It must make it possible
to know the impact and justify the country or countries targeted by this
action.
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Details of the event sheet «Advertising in the media (internet / social networks)» about the
website:

Eligible actions:

Ineligible actions:

• Costs of creating a website in the
form of a service provided under the
conditions mentioned above
• Updating of a website by a service
provider insofar as this update
concerns a clearly identifiable
promotional event
Example: Annual update of the Vignes
Vins Randos event website by a service
provider

• Creating, updating, running an internal
website
• Bug correction by a provider
Example: Bug correction (error code on
the page, links no longer working...) by
a web developer
• Update, development work not linked
to a promotional action or not related
to a promotional message
Example: Improved ergonomics and
page design
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EVENT

Sponsorship/ product placement
Expected proof of performance:
• Communication materials, photos or video extracts to observe the event taking
place
• Sponsorship or placement contract
NB: The expenses retained are strictly sponsorship and placement expenses.
Ancillary expenses related to sponsorship events are not to be presented under this
event. Thus, if activations such as specific tastings or happenings are carried out
in connection with the sponsorship event, enter them in the corresponding event
sheets

Good practice
Event Description: “Sponsorship for a basketball
competition. The *** brand is the exclusive supplier in
the lodges and bars. The brand is strongly present during
the event. The logo is present on many of the organizer’s
official communication media (partner wall, posters,
signs, caps etc. around the stadium...). Approximately
6,000 participants.”

Sponsorship contract
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Dated photos from the image bank
of the event are proof that the event
took place

Frequent errors
Event Description: “*** is the official wine of a car race. ***
therefore performs a large number of on-trade activations
around this race in order to increase volume sales, increase
the population reached and the visibility of the brand.”
The sponsorship action is not illustrated by any evidence
of tangible performance (no contract submitted, no
communication media or photos of the event proving that
the event took place).
In addition, the mentioned activations must be spread out
among the corresponding events, for example tastings or
happenings.
Insufficient proof of performance provided:

The photo of the material used
“out of context” does not prove the
event took place

Photo not attached to a particular
event but to a succession of
activations around the race that are
not spread across the corresponding
events and are not described
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EVENT

Press Relations
This event concerns in particular the Expected proof of performance:
production and dissemination of press
• List of journalists or influencers
releases and press files, the organization
• Communication materials (provided
of press conferences, the provision and
to journalists, influencers)
production of press kits. Press trips to the
• Dated photos of the event (except for
place of production are to be classified
press releases)
under the heading «Trips to the place of
production».

Good practice
Event Description: «Press dinner ***: Organization of a
press dinner on *** wines with the Australian trade press.
/ Participation objectives: 15 participants / Results: 15
participants / Press fallout 1 article published online in The
Real Review and 3 articles published in GoodWeekend,
Gourmet Traveller Wine / circulation/month for the press
articles: 669,000 audience/month: 1,079,000”

Event Date

Example of communication
materials distributed to
participants during the event
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EVENT

Tastings (in third countries) –
general public – Mini-shows, local,
regional, national events
Expected proof of performance:
• Operator / provider report: calendar
and wines promoted
• Copy of communication materials
• Dated photos of the event

When you participate in several mini-shows
in the same country, you must create an
event for each mini-show.

The samples used in the tendering process
are ineligible. Sample storage costs are not
Tastings at an international show or event eligible. Samples sent to customers and not
must be linked to action 2 and to the related to a tasting identified in a submitted
“International shows” event. The list of event are not eligible.
international shows is that of the teleprocedure.

Good practice
Event Description: «Show organized in November 2020 by
Business France, one of our partners to promote our wines in
third countries.

Report

Dated photos
of the event

Example of
communication materials:
video presenting the
different terroirs
and wines of *** to
participants (NB: Videos
are to be submitted in a
ZIP file or via a link to be
opened in the portal)
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EVENT

Tastings (in third countries) –
general public – Tastings at the
place of sale
Expected proof of performance:
The following are not eligible:
• Operator / provider report: calendar
• The samples provided as part of the
and wines promoted
tendering process
• Copy of communication materials
• Sample storage costs
(materials can be dematerialised)
• Samples sent to customers and not
related to a tasting identified in a
submitted event

Good practice
Event Description: “General presentation of the *** brands in Spec’s
points of sale and tasting.”
The proof of performance provided below is sufficient: all
the expected mentions are present (dates of the event, wines
promoted and brief report on the action carried out).

Calendar
Wines promoted

Report

The photos are not
enough to prove the event
took place.
Photos may be submitted
in addition to the other
evidence but the evidence
requested must be
submitted.
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Communication
materials: flyers
distributed during the
tasting and presenting
the specificities of the
PDO’s wines

EVENT

Travel to production sites
Expected proof of performance:
• List of participants, countries of origin and functions of the visitors
• Detailed programme of the trip and visits to the production sites

Good practice
Event Description: «Introduce American journalists to the
world of Rhone wines, the Rhone region and the PDO wines
in the Rhone Valley.”
Proof of performance:

Identity and functions
of participants

Detailed programme
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EVENT

Tastings (in third countries) –
targeted audience – Wine and
food pairing tastings
Expected proof of performance:
• Menu with associated wines
• For each meal: list and functions of participants (participants’ jobs/functions)

Good practice
Event Description: ”As part of our planned promotional
programme in Africa, *** travelled to Johannesburg
for 2 days in January to present our range to industry
professionals. This trip was organized by our partner ***,
a local distributor. A wine lunch and a wine dinner were
thus organized mainly with wine waiters and restaurant
owners. ”

Menu with associated
wines

Participants and their
functions (restaurant
owners and wine waiters)
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Frequent errors
Event Description: “*** was cellar master for
20 years with the *** maison. We organized
an event in October in his honour and to
welcome the new cellar master ***.”

A precise list of participants
is required for each dinner
including their function and the
countries represented in order to
demonstrate that this is indeed a
promotional action

No photos are expected for this type of event. They can
be provided as a complement to illuminate the context
of the event, but cannot replace the required evidence.
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EVENT

Tastings (in third countries) –
targeted audience – B to B tastings
Caution: This event is not just a business appointment. You must prove that you
have carried out an action to promote your wines, i.e. a tasting with professionals.
Otherwise, the activity will be considered commercial prospecting and therefore
considered as ineligible.
Expected proof of performance:
The following are not eligible:
• Statement by the provider / operator
• The samples provided as part of the
as to the dates and places, the
tendering process
wines promoted, list of participants
• Sample storage costs
specifying their functions
• Samples sent to customers and not
related to a tasting identified in a
submitted event

Good practice
Proof of performance:

Wines promoted

Dates and places

List of participants
and their functions
(restaurant owners,
importers, etc.)
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Frequent errors
An event with the description «Promotional
tour to present and promote our wines to
different professionals and retailers.” and as
proof of performance, a single photo without
the context, without a report or guest list.

No photos are expected for this
type of event. They can be provided
as a complement to illuminate the
context of the event, but cannot
replace the required evidence
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EVENT

Happening / promotion
(without tasting)
Please note that for this event, the
• End cap placement of wines in
communication materials must be
supermarkets or placement of wines
specifically linked to the promotional
in specific mini-fridges
events in which they were used. Without
• A «How to serve wine» event at a
this connection, expenses related to
wine store
the communication materials will not
be considered eligible.
Expected
proof
of
performance:
operator, provider or store report:
The “Happening / promotion (without calendar and location, wines promoted
tasting)” event concerns for example,

Good practice
Proof of performance:

Calendar and
location, wines
promoted
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Frequent errors
Sole proof of performance provided:

A photo without
a date or caption
that cannot
prove the event
took place

As a reminder, a report from the operator, the provider or
the store including at least the calendar, the location and the
wines promoted is required.
You can provide photos as a complement to illuminate the
context of the event, but they cannot replace the required
evidence.
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EVENT

Training / participation in tasting
or wine knowledge course
Expected proof of performance:
• Operator/provider’s report on the event, including the calendar, characteristics
of the training course and the wines promoted
• For each training session, list of participants and their functions

Good practice
Description: “On 20 September 2019, a master class was organized
by our importer in the Philippines. On this occasion, *** - Public
Relations Officer - was on hand to present the *** maison and its
champagnes. 6 people had the opportunity to discover and taste
the *** champagnes and in particular the *** and the Rosé Prestige.”

Training date

Wines promoted

Characteristics of the
training course

List of participants in
this course and their
functions
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EVENT

Information campaign on the
EU’s designations of origin,
geographical indications and
organic production mechanisms
NB: This is an event that you find in
the measures: generic promotion and
internal market information.

In particular, you can communicate on
the characteristics of a particular grape
variety or on elements concerning quality,
based in particular on the specifications
Expected proof of performance:
of the PDOs or PGIs. You can inform the
• Communication materials
consumer about a particular terroir (soil,
• A report by the provider showing climate…), the reputation of your PDO
the activities, their dates and the (origin, history…), know-how (cultural
different costs
practices…)….
NB: The costs of creating, designing,
disseminating
and
implementing
communication materials are only
eligible in the form of services.

For example, this may be a provider
doing a radio spot broadcast in Canada
on behalf of a wine syndicate wishing
to communicate on its specifications
regarding total chemical weeding getting
This event concerns in particular tougher.
consumer information on designations
of origin, geographical indications or It may be a case of an industry
organic production.
representative body using the services
of a provider to carry out a billboard
The message media vary: press, radio, campaign in the United States highlighting
billboards, the internet...
the freshness of the appellation’s wines
due to its exceptional terroir as a result
Information campaigns are based more of its proximity to a river.
on the intrinsic qualities of the wine or its
characteristics rather than on the brand.
If you wish to advertise your brand,
you should refer to the event sheets of
Action No. 1, “Advertising in the media
(TV / radio / billboards / press), including
online advertising” and “Advertising in
the media (internet / social networks)”.
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EVENT

International shows
NB: The list of international shows only Expected proof of performance:
appears in the tele-procedure for certain
• Report from the operator or provider
countries. If you do not find the choice
on the programme carried out for the
“international shows” for your chosen
show: participants, events, actions,
country, fill in your show in the event
wines promoted
“tastings (in third countries) – general
• Dated photos of the event (booth
public – Mini-shows, local, regional,
and events)
national events”.

Good practice
Event Description: ”Participation in the APAS show in Sao Paulo.”

Dated photos
of the event

Programme for the show:
participants, events,
actions

Wines promoted
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Frequent errors
Non-compliant proof of performance:

A boarding pass is not
proof the event took place
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EVENT

New market surveys
This event concerns exploratory market
surveys, required to find new outlets for
the wine (including a new geographical
area, a new age group, new packaging…)
or an event that is made necessary to
adjust to market changes.
Expected proof of performance:
• Study report (delivered document)

Expenses relating to this event are eligible
in the form of services only.
Purchasing access to a database is not an
eligible expense.
Just presenting figures is not enough to
prove the action took place. The market
survey must be interpreted and give rise
to a report.

Good practice
Event Description: «New market research, studies on data,
panels and statistics to help place French PDO and PGI
wines on the Russian market. This enables *** to understand
elements relating to new outlets. ”

Study report delivered
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Frequent errors
Non-compliant proof of performance:

The study report
delivered must be
submitted and not
the contract for the
provision of services
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EVENT

Evaluation study of the results
of promotional and information
actions
Expected proof of performance:
• Study report (delivered document)
Expenses relating to this event are eligible in the form of services only.
Evaluation studies should only concern the evaluation of the promotion actions
carried out and not the evaluation of the commercial activity of your structure.

Good practice
Event Description: «A study of consumer conversations on social
networks about our wines to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of our networks to improve communication on the Chinese wine
market.”

Study report delivered

Frequent errors
Internal evaluations
Event Description: «Work on presenting the results of promotional
actions at year-end meetings.”
To be eligible, evaluation studies on
the results of promotional activities
must take the form of a service and
cannot be carried out internally
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